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First strip application 
Lay a sheet of silicon release liner approximately 10mm 
(0.39in) below the centerline. This will allow easier 
placement of the lagging strip in the next step. 

 

Remove the back release plastic from the lagging strip. 
Line up the centre of the strip and one edge along the 
centerline using the silicon release liner as a resting place 
off of the pulley face. Move across the pulley face pressing 
the lagging edge onto the surface so that it lines up exactly 
with the centerline. This application is easiest if the strip is 
positioned with a second operator and the strip is handled 
with clean gloves.  
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Stitch the longitudinal sipe along the centerline from the 
centre to the edge of the pulley. Repeat for the other side 
of the strip then remove the silcon release liner from under 
the lagging strip. This process is then repeated on the 
middle sipe, followed by the bottom sipe then the in-
between sipes. This helps to keep the strip straight 
throughout the application. 

 

Starting at the top row of the first strip and in the centre of 
the pulley, use a rubber mallet to hammer across the 
pulley to one edge, then to the other edge. For rubber 
lagging hit each diamond twice and for ceramic lagging, 
hit each tile twice. This is to allow the air to escape, 
prevent pockets of trapped air and to ensure good contact 
between the lagging and pulley shell. Repeat the process 
for the subsequent rows on the lagging, until the strip is 
completed. 

 

IF doing a rubber HVL application, stitch each diagonal 
rows/sipes after completion of hammering down the strip. 

 

  


